Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians

New Edition. Baker’s celebrates its 100th anniversary with this new multivolume format. Unlike past editions that were single-volume works covering primarily classical musicians and performers, the new Baker’s covers all musical genres, with new entries written by a distinguished group of area specialists as well as the original, articles of Nicolas Slonimsky. This work continues the tradition of offering the most comprehensive and authoritative information on musicians, along with interesting and insightful evaluations of their contributions to the musical world.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $595.00/6-vol. set.

Film & Theatre

Contemporary Theatre, Film & Television

New Volumes. This popular series brings you extensive biographical and career information on more than 8,000 professionals currently working in the entertainment industry, including performers, choreographers, directors, technicians, writers, composers, producers, executives, designers, critics and others.

U.S. $176.00/vol.; £110.88/vol.
Previous volumes available. Please contact your Gale Group Representative.

WOMEN FILMMAKERS AND THEIR FILMS

“Remarkable for its scope alone. Important to all women’s studies and film studies collections.”
- Library Journal

This single-volume resource offers comprehensive coverage of women directors and their films as well as producers, writers and production artists. General information on the filmmaker or film is followed, where applicable, by more detailed biography, filmography, comprehensive credits, production information, awards and bibliography. The core of the entry consists of a signed, 800 to 1,000-word critical essay written by a film critic or scholar.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
ISBN 1-55862-357-4. Order #GML26800-200889
U.S. $140.00; £88.20.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF BALLET

CHOICE Outstanding Academic Book
Library Journal Best Reference
RUSA Outstanding Reference Source
“A new English-language work that has been sorely needed for decades. A major contribution.”
- Reference Quarterly

The International Dictionary of Ballet contains an ambitious 750 entries, 550 striking illustrations and photographs, essays by distinguished contributors and more. In-depth entries feature dancers, choreographers, designers, composers, librettists and teachers.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $260.00/2-vol. set; £163.80/2-vol. set.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF THEATRE

International and historical in scope, this reference includes nearly 1,500 entries and is divided into three volumes: Volume 1: Plays focuses on 600 of the world’s most significant plays, with an authoritative essay on each play and more than 300 photographs. Volume 2: Playwrights contains biographical and bibliographical information and essays on 485 playwrights. Volume 3: Actors, Directors and Designers, features a capsule biography, descriptions of roles and theatre productions and bibliographic information on 300 entrants.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $400.00/3-vol. set; £252.00/3-vol. set.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF OPERA

International Dictionary of Opera contains nearly 1,100 entries arranged alphabetically in two volumes with more than 450 illustrations, including numerous performance photographs. Covered are 400 operas, 200 composers, 320 performers, 55 designers and producers, 55 conductors and 35 librettists.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $280.00/2-vol. set; £176.40/2-vol. set.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF MODERN DANCE

CHOICE Outstanding Academic Book

“I would strongly recommend that any library, academic or public, add this useful and well-written tool to their reference collections, especially those strong in fine arts and dance.”
- Reference and User Service Quarterly

In single, easy-to-use volume, this work presents 425 signed entries that focus on artists, works, companies, periods, performance, schools, collections and selected forms, trends and innovations in modern dance.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $160.00; £100.80.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF FILMS AND FILMMAKERS

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source

New Edition. This comprehensive resource provides thorough coverage of films and filmmakers through the spring of 2000. Entrants include legendary films, actors and actresses, directors, writers and other production artists. Entries include a detailed essay written by an expert; biographies; filmographies; comprehensive credits; major awards; and updated bibliographies. This 4th edition includes more than 260 new entries and more than 200 updated entries. Includes more than 1,600 photographs.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $550.00/4-vol. set; £346.50/4-vol. set.
Also available individually:
U.S. $150.00/vol.; £94.50/vol.

MAGILL’S CINEMA ANNUAL

New Edition. Magill’s Cinema Annual provides comprehensive information on the theatrical releases of each year. Featured are extensive essays, cast and character listings, production credits, running time, country of origin, MPAA ratings, nine comprehensive indexes and more.

U.S. $110.00; £69.30.

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN CINEMA

“The amount of fascinating information that has not been seen before is generous … What a story! And what a story to come … I can’t wait for the sequels.”
- New York Times Book Review

This series is the most thorough history yet published of the business, technology, and art of the film industry from its earliest roots 100 years ago, through the 1990s.

Published by Charles Scribner’s Sons, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $475.00/6-vol. set; U.S. $90.00/vol.

100 YEARS OF AMERICAN FILM

Film buffs, students researching American culture, or those just looking for information on a favorite film or director, will delight in this handy and authoritative volume. This is an A-to-Z compilation of articles extracted from the Twayne Filmmakers Series, the Dictionary of Film terms, and the Encyclopedia of the American Cinema. Articles about specific movies, great directors, and famous actors and actresses, are integrated with description of film genres (buddy films, film noir, et al) and other general topics.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $130.00.

BAKER’S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF OPERA

“This reference covers the unique stature and scope of opera in all its grandeur and complexity.”
- Reference and Research Book News

New Title. The definitive biographical reference work on all aspects of opera, including composers, performers, librettists, set designers, scholars, directors and more. Baker’s Dictionary of Opera contains more than 1,000 entries, covering all these categories as well as those whose association with the opera – publishers, patrons, scholars, and managers – has played a crucial role throughout its history. Special features include summaries of dozens of operas; an opera timeline; glossary of opera terms; a section of famous opera houses and 250 photos and illustrations.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
Edited by Laura Kuhn.
U.S. $95.00.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTS AND ARCHITECTURE

“This dictionary should be considered an indispensable reference for every architectural library in the country.”
- Library Journal

From ancient Greece to the present, the International Dictionary of Architects and Architecture presents a guided tour of 467 masterworks and introduces readers to 523 Western architects, theorists and engineers as well as individuals involved in architectural decoration, landscape design and urban planning.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $280.00/2-vol. set; £176.40/2-vol. set.

Architecture

CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTS

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source
This biographical-based reference details the lives and works of 585 of the greatest living architects, landscape architects and structural engineers, as well as those masters from earlier in this century whose work continues to influence the progress of modern architecture.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group
3rd Ed. 1,125 pp.  1994.
U.S. $170.00; £107.10.

Art & Artists

CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source
“As a source of in-depth information…this title remains an essential acquisition for all art libraries.”
- American Reference Books Annual

The most exhaustive work in the field, the completely revised 4th edition of Contemporary Artists provides detailed personal and professional information on 850 artists - both established masters and emerging figures on the international scene. Modern painters, sculptors and graphic and performance artists are included.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group
U.S. $170.00; £107.10.

CONTEMPORARY FASHION

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source
Library Journal Best Reference Source
CHOICE Outstanding Academic Book

More than 400 designers, milliners, footwear designers, companies and textile houses are featured in this lavishly illustrated hardbound reference book. Entries are listed alphabetically and contain the following critical elements: biographical summary; primary and secondary bibliography, including articles and exhibition catalogs; and a signed, critical essay by an expert in the field.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $150.00; £94.50.

CONTEMPORARY DESIGNERS

“Full of fascinating information … [H]olds an important place in both academic libraries and public libraries that include a strong design collection.”
- American Reference Books Annual

This 3rd edition profiles the careers and accomplishments of 685 designers from throughout the world, with 85 new entries and hundreds updated since the 2nd edition. Each entry provides a detailed biography; a list of important and representative design works; a bibliography covering publications by and about the designer; an essay by a specialist in the field; an comments by the designer on his or her own work, when available.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $170.00; £107.10.

CONTEMPORARY MASTERWORKS

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source

Organized by genre, this volume presents 450 examples of the finest works of art, photography, architecture and design of the late 20th century. Each work is presented in a full-page photograph, accompanied by catalog-style data, bibliography and a signed, critical essay assessing the importance of the work in its artistic and cultural context.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $170.00; £107.10.

CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHERS

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source

Contemporary Photographers represents world-renowned photographers of our era who have greatly influenced the medium. Biographical and critical information coupled with an inside look at the many different photographic styles allows readers to discover the lives and works of a diverse group of more than 850 international photographers.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $170.00; £107.10.
CONTEMPORARY WOMEN ARTISTS

Reference Books Bulletin/Booklist Editor’s Choice Outstanding Reference

“This is a wonderful, stimulating, and surprisingly well-written volume. Highly recommended.”
- Library Journal

New Title. This single volume resource provides thorough biographical and critical information on 400 of the world’s most prominent and influential 20th-century women artists, including important new artists. Written by a subject expert and edited for consistency, readability and appropriateness for a wide-ranging audience, essays discuss career and critical response to works.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $155.00; £97.65.

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF ART AND ARTISTS

Concentrating on artists and their work from the 13th century to the present, 1,000 entries are presented in this generously illustrated, 2-vol. set. Each artist entry begins with a capsule biography and critical essay followed by a listing of the most important collections of works and a bibliography.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $320.00/2-vol. set; £20160/2-vol. set.

GALE’S GUIDE TO THE ARTS

Gale’s Guide to the Arts – focuses on all associations, directories, periodicals, databases and online services, leading companies and organizations and supplier companies pertinent to the arts industry.

U.S. $125.00/£78.75.

WOMEN ARTISTS ON DISC


Published by G.K. Hall & Co., an imprint of the Gale group.
U.S. $995.00.
THE PHOTOGRAPHY ENCYCLOPEDIA

1999 Booklist/Reference Books Bulletin Editor’s Choice Award
1999 Library Journal Best Reference
“For all libraries.”
Library Journal
“A valuable reference tool … highly recommended.”
Reference Users and Services Quarterly

The Photography Encyclopedia brings the art, science and business of photography together in a comprehensive and accessible overview. It features biographical entries; explanations of key terms; and sections on awards; galleries and museums; magazines; booksellers; manufacturers; films; book reviews; a timeline; and information on national photography contests.

Published by Schirmer Book, an imprint of the Gale Group.

CRISIS AND THE ARTS
THE HISTORY OF DADA

New Volumes. Each volume in Crisis and the Arts: The History of Dada, under the general editorship of Professor Stephen C. Forster, University of Iowa, contributes to an examination of the Dada movement unprecedented in its depth and scope. This series features nine volumes that provide an introduction to the movement, historical studies arranged geographically, and an extensive bibliography.

Published by G.K Hall & Co., an imprint of the Gale Group.
Vol. I: Dada: The Coordinates of Cultural Politics
Vol. II: Dada Zurich: A Clown’s Game From Nothing
Vol. III: Dada Cologne Hanover
Vol. IV: The Eastern Dada Orbit: Russia, Georgia, The Ukraine, Central Europe and Japan.
Vol. VII: The Low Countries: Belgium, Holland, Italy and Spain.
U.S. $95.00/vol.
Standing Order Plan M54: U.S. $85.50/vol.

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

GEOGRGE EASTMAN HOUSE INDEX TO PHOTOGRAPHERS, COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS

This 3-vol. work constitutes a vastly enlarged and expanded new edition of the Index to American Photographic Collection, 3rd enlarged edition, differing from the previous editions in two important respects. First is the inclusion of holdings from outside the United States, a natural evolution in our shrinking world. The second is the inclusion of exhibition histories, cross-referenced by photographer and sponsoring institution, providing a useful new context for evaluating less well known photographers.

Published by G.K. Hall and Co., an imprint of the Gale Group.

CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS

RUSA Outstanding Reference Source
Contemporary Composers features, in full detail, more than 500 masters of composition from around the world, including extensive coverage of African and Asian composers as well as strong representation of women composers.

Published by St. James Press, an imprint of the Gale Group.
CONTEMPORARY MUSICIANS

New Volumes. Contemporary Musicians offers biographical statistics, detailed source information, critical essays, selected discographies and, whenever available, addresses for the leaders, the legends and the up-and-coming celebrities of popular and classical music.

U.S. $93.50/vol; £58.91/vol.
Previous volumes available. Please contact your Gale Group Representative.

POPULAR MUSIC

“The most comprehensive ready reference guide to the significant popular songs of our time.”
- Library Journal

New Volume. Look to Vol. 24 of Popular Music and you’ll find this series on 20th-century music updated through the end of 1999. Popular Music’s individual entries typically provide title and alternate title(s), country of origin (for non-U.S. songs), author(s) and composer(s), current publisher, copyright date and annotation on the song’s origins or performance history.

U.S. $93.50; £58.91.
U.S. $132.00/2-vol. set; £83.16/2-vol. set.
Previous volumes available. Please contact your Gale Group Representative.

WOMEN COMPOSERS

WOMEN THROUGH THE AGES

Women Composers is the first comprehensive historical overview of music created by women from the 9th through the 20th centuries. Expert scholars provide original essays about the composers, including biographical information, a discussion of the music in historical context, and a critical analysis of each work. The 12 volumes of Women Composers are arranged chronologically and subdivided by genre.

Published by G.K. Hall & Co., and imprint of the Gale Group.
12-vol. set. Edited by Sylvia Glickman (Composer, pianist, Publisher, and Former Professor) and Martha Furman Schleifer (Music Faculty, Temple University). Cloth.
U.S. $1,080/12-vol set; U.S. $100.00/vol.

AMERICAN MUSICAL TRADITIONS

New Title. Prepared in conjunction with the Smithsonian/Folkways Archives, this set highlights the contributions of Native American, European American, African American, an Immigrant groups (including Asian, Hispanic, Western and Eastern European cultures) to our rich musical heritage. Within each volume, different groups or genres of music are examined in terms of how they are performed. Maps, charts and photos show how the music has grown and spread and the inter-relationships between musical cultures. Biographies of musicians are included in sidebars, and terms are defined throughout the text.

Vol. I: Native American Music
Vol. II: African-American Music
Vol. III: British Isles Music
Vol. IV: European-American Music
Vol. V: Latino and Asian-American Music

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
Jeff Todd Titon and Bob Carlin, Editors.
U.S. $450.00/5-vol. set.

**ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE MUSICAL THEATRE**

“This is a must for music collections and is worth considering for academic and large public libraries.”
- Booklist/Reference Books Bulletin (on the 1st edition)

**New Edition.** A lot has happened in the musical theatre over the last ten years. New shows have opened and closed, new talents have emerged, and hit shows have made triumphant returns to Broadway. Now, the acclaimed *Encyclopedia of Musical Theatre* – a 1994 Dartmouth Medal honorable mention – has been fully revised and updated to document such developments with 500 new articles, more than 4,000 revised articles and dozens of color photos. From the dawn of operetta in the 18th century to the present, this set offers an unrivaled amount of information on the people, the songs and shows in America and around the world.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
By Kurt Ganzl.
U.S. $295.00/3-vol. set.

---

**AMERICAN SONG, VOLS. 3 AND 4**
*The Complete Companion to Tin Pan Alley Song*

**New Volumes.** This follow-up set to *American Song, Vols. 1 and 2* explores the work of major pop songwriters from “Tin Pan Alley” not included either in a Broadway show or film from the period 1880 to today. This carefully researched encyclopedia covers 125 composers with hundreds of entries on each. Entries include composer, lyricist and publisher and information.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
By Ken Bloom.
U.S. $210.00/2-vol. set.

**Best Value.** Order the complete 4-vol. *American Song* set and save $25.00.
U.S. $395.00/4-vol. set.

---

**DICTIONARY OF THE AVANT GARDES**
*Film, Visual Arts, Literature, Dance, Theater*

“The work’s strength lies in its interdisciplinary approach. A worthy addition to the art and culture collection of all libraries.”
- Library Journal Review

**New Title.** A unique interdisciplinary guide to the cutting edge art movements of the past 150 years, now completely updated and revised, to include hundreds of new entries in all areas of artistic creation.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $95.00.

---

GREAT COMPOSERS AND THEIR WORKS

New Title. Assembled here for the first time are Nicolas Slonimsky’s writings about the great classical composers and their works, culled from the hundreds of program notes, articles, essays and album liner notes that he wrote during his lifetime. There are 19 chapters arranged by composer. Each chapter includes a biographical essay and individual articles on several of each composer’s finest and most popular works. More than 190 works are covered in all.

Published by Schirmer Book, an imprint of the Gale Group.
By Nicolas Slonimsky.
U.S. $180.00/2-vol. set.

BAKER’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC

“Editor Kassel has produced an accessible general-purpose music encyclopedia based on the work of the late Nicolas Slonimsky. This is the only one-volume work that covers terms, works, and people from classical, popular and world music, and it should be in all libraries.

- Reference Books Bulletin

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.

BAKER’S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY CLASSICAL MUSICIANS

1998 ALA Outstanding Reference Source
A significant addition to the information provided in the 8th edition of Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
By Nicolas Slonimsky. Edited by Laura Kuhn.
U.S. $95.00.

BAKER’S STUDENT ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC

“An essential resource for all collections.”
- Library Journal, starred review

New Title. Baker’s provides an easy-to-use reference guide to the world of musical culture, terminology, musicians, instruments and genres. Entries cover popular, jazz, classical and world music – everything from Rachmaninoff to R.E.M. Enhanced with more than 250 illustrations, boxed call-outs, sidebars and timelines for major composers.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $295.00/3-vol. set.

A CHRONICLE OF AMERICAN MUSIC, 1700-1995

“This well-organized volume should prove valuable for all libraries and fulfill multiple uses, especially with its timeline coverage of news-related U.S. and world events, along with the art, literature, and music highlights that accompany the main music entries …”
- American Reference Books Annual

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $95.00.

THE COMPLETE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE GUITAR

THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE WORLD’S MOST POPULAR INSTRUMENT

Covering all genres of music – classical, jazz, blues, rock and pop – this full-color reference traces the history of the guitar from the earliest pre-Christian instruments to the 20th-century innovations of major guitar manufacturers. Separate chapters provide in-depth profiles of the world’s finest guitarists, from Andres Segovia to B.B. King, and the history of 25 of the best-known guitar manufacturers. An A-to-Z biographical dictionary of guitarists profiles 200 guitarists of all styles and eras.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $85.00.

MUSIC SINCE 1900

“A testament to the genius of Nicolas Slonimsky. It is no exaggeration to call him the world’s leading lexicographer of music in the twentieth century … Highly recommended for all music reference collections.”

- Reference Book Review

An extensive descriptive chronology provides the backbone of the book, as the great lexicographer, musicologist and storyteller Nicolas Slonimsky offers a narrative walk through the major events in Western music for the better part of the 20th century. A dictionary of terms and a comprehensive index make this a most valuable source.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $150.00.

THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

“One of the best and most delightful books on any phases of music ever encountered. It is a gem and certainly should be the title of choice for anyone wanting or needing a book on this subject.”

- American Reference Books Annual

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $85.00.

THE ROCK WHO’S WHO

“This rock music reference tool belongs in every library that can afford it.”

- Library Journal

This volume presents 395 serious biographical and historical entries on every significant or innovative performer, personality, or group since the early 1950s. Each entry includes a complete discography and original issue numbers for LPs as well as information on CD reissues. More than 75 photos.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $95.00.

THE ROCK SONG INDEX
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION ON THE 7,500
MOST IMPORTANT SONGS OF ROCK AND ROLL

The Rock Song Index is a critical discography that lists, alphabetically by group, 7,500 songs from the birth of the music charts to the current Top Forty. Each entry features composer, producer, year-of-release, label, album and songwriter information; many entries are further supplemented by a brief description placing the song in historical and cultural context. A separate song title index rounds out the volume.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $95.00.

AVERY INDEX ON DISC, 1999
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY – AVERY
ARCHITECTURAL AND FINE ARTS LIBRARY

The Avery Index is the United States’ most comprehensive listing of journal articles on architecture. Now, Avery Index on Disc provides cumulative, comprehensive access to 20 years of this extraordinary index, including articles that have appeared in more than 700 periodicals in the U.S. and abroad. Estimated 145,000 entries.

Published by G.K. Hall & Co., an imprint of the Gale group.
U.S. $995.00.

THE STORY OF ROCK ‘N ROLL
THE YEAR-BY-YEAR ILLUSTRATED CHRONICLE

Color photographs and the writing of experienced music journalists provide the fullest possible record of the period, from rock’s birth to the present day.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $85.00.

DANCE ON DISC: 2000
THE COMPLETE CATALOG OF THE DANCE COLLECTION OF THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY ON CD-ROM

This unique database gives you instant access to the cumulative catalog of the Dance Collection at the New York Public Library – the premier collection of materials on dance and related performing arts. From dance as performing art to dance as ritual, from folk and ethnic dancing in the Baltics to modern dance in America, Dance on Disc covers the entire spectrum of dance internationally.

Published by G.K. Hall & Co., an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $995.00.
Standing Order Plan M44: U.S. $750.00/annual update.

THE BLUES
FROM ROBERT JOHNSON TO ROBERT CRAY

This illustrated guide to the blues and blues-makers is the perfect all-purpose guide for novice and enthusiast alike. The Blues traces the roots of this indigenous American music from its origins in the South, through its great popularity throughout the U.S. and around the world. Illustrated with rare photographs throughout.

Published by Schirmer Books, an imprint of the Gale Group.
U.S. $85.00.
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